Fresenius Medical Care North America
Service Bulletin

Equipment: 2008T Hemodialysis Machines
Bulletin: 19-FRT-001 Rev B
Subject: 2008T Machines With New Style Hydraulics

1.0 PURPOSE
To inform all Field Service and Technical Support personnel as well as Fresenius Medical Care-trained customers of the use of a new style hydraulics in 2008T hemodialysis machines.

2.0 DESCRIPTION
2008T machines are being manufactured with new style hydraulics. Either the new or current style hydraulics may be present in a 2008T machine as we transition through inventory. The table below shows the starting serial number sequence for each machine part number which are equipped with this new style hydraulics. The new style hydraulics can also be identified by their part numbers (F40005844 and F40005846).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Part Number</th>
<th>Beginning Serial Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>190713</td>
<td>8T0S233715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190766</td>
<td>8T0S226306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190858</td>
<td>8T0S226703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190895</td>
<td>8T0S226464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The functionality of these hydraulics are identical to the previous with the following differences:
- The acid and bicarbonate inlet lines have been extended to 8 feet in length to ease in the use of a central concentrate system. If a central concentrate system is not used, these lines can be shortened to the previous length.
- These hydraulics include extended life components inside the acid, bicarbonate and Ultrafiltration pumps. These components qualify the machine for a 2 year preventive maintenance (PM) schedule.
- The valves have been upgraded from an “EKS” valve to a “Ratio” valve. They can be identified in the figures below. These valves can be used interchangeably in the hydraulics.

If there are any questions regarding this bulletin, contact Fresenius Medical Care Technical Support at 800-227-2572.
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